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Some indications of the problemSome indications of the problem
Recent curriculum recommendations in Recent curriculum recommendations in 
five volumes: Computer Engineering, five volumes: Computer Engineering, 
Computer Science, Information Systems, Computer Science, Information Systems, 
Information Technology, Software Information Technology, Software 
EngineeringEngineering
Other named programs exist, including Other named programs exist, including 
Telecommunications, Network security, Telecommunications, Network security, 
Interactive Multimedia, Interactive Multimedia, Information Information 
ScienceScience
Benchmarking effort in Great Britain Benchmarking effort in Great Britain 
started with a survey of computing related started with a survey of computing related 
programs of study in the UK: 2,400 and programs of study in the UK: 2,400 and 
counting different namescounting different names
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Project GoalsProject Goals
Produce an interactive structure for representation Produce an interactive structure for representation 
and exploration of the unified body of knowledge of and exploration of the unified body of knowledge of 
all of the computing and information related all of the computing and information related 
disciplines disciplines 
Support development of new programs of studySupport development of new programs of study
Assist with validation of programs of study Assist with validation of programs of study 
Illuminate relationships among related disciplines Illuminate relationships among related disciplines 
Support development of interdisciplinary programsSupport development of interdisciplinary programs
Classify research contributionsClassify research contributions
Illuminate interconnectionsIlluminate interconnections
……etc.etc.
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Desired outcomesDesired outcomes
Keep computing related disciplines as a Keep computing related disciplines as a 
single voice to maintain strengthsingle voice to maintain strength
Maintain a current classification scheme for Maintain a current classification scheme for 
computing and information related workcomputing and information related work
Address the challenges of updated Address the challenges of updated 
curriculum recommendationscurriculum recommendations
Support curriculum development for Support curriculum development for 
creative new types of programs of studycreative new types of programs of study

Ease the path Ease the path towardtoward accreditation for accreditation for 
nonnon--standard programs of studystandard programs of study
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Starting pointStarting point
Various ways to divide and combine topic Various ways to divide and combine topic 
areas:areas:
•• ACM Computing Classification SchemeACM Computing Classification Scheme
•• Knowledge units of the CC2001 volumes Knowledge units of the CC2001 volumes 

(CS2001, IS2002, CE2004, SE2004, IT2005)(CS2001, IS2002, CE2004, SE2004, IT2005)
•• Computing Research Repository (Computing Research Repository (CoRRCoRR))
•• othersothers……

Overlap and sometimes contradict each Overlap and sometimes contradict each 
other in the way topics are grouped, other in the way topics are grouped, 
organized.organized.
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The VisionThe Vision

A union of all computing related topic A union of all computing related topic 
areasareas
A representation of connections, A representation of connections, 
dependencies among topic areas.dependencies among topic areas.
A process for adding emerging topics.A process for adding emerging topics.
A process for changing links, groupings, A process for changing links, groupings, 
etc.etc.
A process for associating topic areas and A process for associating topic areas and 
desired program outcomes.desired program outcomes.
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Not just for curriculumNot just for curriculum

This is not just for curriculum This is not just for curriculum 
development and comparisondevelopment and comparison
Research work is tagged with Research work is tagged with 
appropriate topic areas to facilitate appropriate topic areas to facilitate 
groupings and support searchinggroupings and support searching
If well done, this project could lead If well done, this project could lead 
to more effective categorization of to more effective categorization of 
related researchrelated research
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Problem discoveryProblem discovery

Early discussions to merge bodies of Early discussions to merge bodies of 
knowledgeknowledge
•• The topics are only one part of the The topics are only one part of the 

distinctiondistinction
•• Different groups look at the same Different groups look at the same 

topics, use the same words, and mean topics, use the same words, and mean 
different thingsdifferent things

•• How to include them all in one scheme?How to include them all in one scheme?
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Basic elementsBasic elements
What are we about?What are we about?
•• HardwareHardware
•• SoftwareSoftware
•• InformationInformation
•• Human related aspectsHuman related aspects

But that is not enough to describe all But that is not enough to describe all 
that concerns the computing and that concerns the computing and 
information related disciplines information related disciplines 
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GroupingsGroupings

Peter Denning Great Principles Peter Denning Great Principles 
ProjectProject
Mapping of our topic areas to his Mapping of our topic areas to his 
principles list:principles list:
•• Computation, Communication, Computation, Communication, 

Coordination, Recollection, Automation, Coordination, Recollection, Automation, 
Design, Programming Practice, Systems Design, Programming Practice, Systems 
Practice, Modeling Practice, Innovating Practice, Modeling Practice, Innovating 
Practice, Other PracticePractice, Other Practice
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COMPUTATIONCOMPUTATION
•• algorithms complexityalgorithms complexity
•• programming languagesprogramming languages
•• hardware organizationhardware organization
•• ArchitecturesArchitectures
•• SecuritySecurity
•• theoretical foundationstheoretical foundations

COMMUNICATIONCOMMUNICATION
•• NetworksNetworks
•• multimediamultimedia

COORDINATIONCOORDINATION
•• distributed computingdistributed computing
•• SecuritySecurity
•• information system information system 

managementmanagement
•• human interfacehuman interface

RECOLLECTIONRECOLLECTION
•• information topicsinformation topics
•• information system information system 

managementmanagement

AUTOMATIONAUTOMATION
•• intelligent systemsintelligent systems

DESIGNDESIGN
•• software engineeringsoftware engineering
•• maintenancemaintenance

PROGRAMMING PRACTICEPROGRAMMING PRACTICE
•• programming fundamentalsprogramming fundamentals

SYSTEMS PRACTICESYSTEMS PRACTICE
•• software engineeringsoftware engineering

MODELING PRACTICEMODELING PRACTICE
INNOVATING PRACTICEINNOVATING PRACTICE
OTHER PRACTICEOTHER PRACTICE

•• ethicalethical--socialsocial
•• administrationadministration
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Topics and OutcomesTopics and Outcomes

In the Education domainIn the Education domain
•• A comprehensive set of topics does not A comprehensive set of topics does not 

begin to solve all the problems we begin to solve all the problems we 
listed.listed.

•• The topic space is a tool to be The topic space is a tool to be 
incorporated into applications that incorporated into applications that 
address these issues.address these issues.

•• It does not stand on its own.It does not stand on its own.
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Proficiency and CompetencyProficiency and Competency

Curriculum development moving Curriculum development moving 
toward an outcomes orientation.toward an outcomes orientation.
DonDon’’t tell me what topics you t tell me what topics you 
studied, tell me what you can do.studied, tell me what you can do.
Clearly, an organized study of Clearly, an organized study of 
subject areas contributes to gaining subject areas contributes to gaining 
proficiency in some area.proficiency in some area.
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Imagine possibilitiesImagine possibilities
•• Map a program of study onto the Map a program of study onto the 

entirety of the disciplines.entirety of the disciplines.
•• Explore for the underrepresented areas.Explore for the underrepresented areas.
•• Demonstrate the coverage of a planned Demonstrate the coverage of a planned 

curriculum.curriculum.
•• Illustrate the distinctions and overlaps Illustrate the distinctions and overlaps 

between existing and proposed between existing and proposed 
specialties and related disciplines.specialties and related disciplines.
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Other usesOther uses

Research classificationResearch classification
•• Imagine possibilities:Imagine possibilities:

Researcher submitting a workResearcher submitting a work
Researcher with a new idea, looking for Researcher with a new idea, looking for 
related work and gaps in the knowledge related work and gaps in the knowledge 
basebase
Graduate student looking for a good topic  Graduate student looking for a good topic  
…… etc.etc.
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Classification not a static labeling, Classification not a static labeling, 
but an insertion into a dynamic but an insertion into a dynamic 
environment.environment.
Search not just for a particular paper Search not just for a particular paper 
or author, but for what is around a or author, but for what is around a 
topic area.topic area.
Exploration for areas that are richly Exploration for areas that are richly 
filled and others that are sparse.filled and others that are sparse.
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MotivationMotivation
As the computing disciplines coalesce into As the computing disciplines coalesce into 
separate knowledge areasseparate knowledge areas
•• LetLet’’s recognize our common goalss recognize our common goals
•• LetLet’’s work together to promote the computing s work together to promote the computing 

disciplinesdisciplines
•• LetLet’’s make it easier to see who does whats make it easier to see who does what
•• LetLet’’s aid curriculum developers in innovations aid curriculum developers in innovation
•• LetLet’’s see what is getting left outs see what is getting left out

LetLet’’s keep the family of computing disciplines s keep the family of computing disciplines 
in communication and cooperation.in communication and cooperation.
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•• Follow our progress:Follow our progress:

what.csc.villanova.edu/twiki/bin/ what.csc.villanova.edu/twiki/bin/ 
view/Main/OntologyProjectview/Main/OntologyProject

http://what.csc.villanova.edu/twiki/bin/view/Main/OntologyProject
http://what.csc.villanova.edu/twiki/bin/view/Main/OntologyProject
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